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“FOREWORD FROM
OUR FLEET HSEQ
RISK MANAGER/DPA”

Dear Colleagues at Sea and Ashore,
This Edition of Gangway is about “The Real Impact of Covid in the Shipping Industry” Disruptions and
the way forward.
2021 was another unforgettable year for many of us and across the globe, because of the disruptions
and continued challenges brought by the pandemic, and the second wave/new-variant Omicron that
continues to evolve. However much we look forward to bidding adieu to the year 2021 in anticipation
of a Covid-free 2022, it may not be the case as yet but there are reasons for optimism for sure with
the more people being vaccinated and the world being better prepared and hoping this to be
downgraded to an Epidemic soon.
Vaccination and adherence to Covid appropriate behavior is the best defense presently, and we
continue with our fleet vaccination drive whenever an opportunity comes to ensure all are protected.
We did experience an outbreak situation that was handled well as per SOPs, and all obligations as
responsible owners were carried out. We continue to advocate that all staff on leave get vaccinated
before rejoining and must abide by the set SOPs while calling port and interacting with shoreside
personnel.
The shipping industry with dynamically changing situations and restrictions imposed by different
global governments on travels, logistics and movements etc. has made the business environment
more challenging than ever before. The year has been challenging for all ship managers worldwide as
they struggle to come out of the pandemic. The biggest challenges besides crew change, restricted
shore leaves, connection of spare parts, difficulties in arranging connections for flights, courier and C
& F/ customs clearance costs etc. there has been a marked increase in the cost of spares, paints,
consumables and goods including a sharp rise in lube oil prices due inflationary pressures across the
world. Keeping this in mind we would appreciate proactive planning and prudence from staff onboard
while they order/ requisition these and further ensure that effective and smart consumptions plans
are deployed to limit wastages and additional stocking onboard to allow operational continuity and
ensure that seafarers continue to operate safely with their well-being prioritized.
“Failing to prepare is preparing to fail” – We must all adopt and follow this Maxim. We continue to hold
ourselves to the highest levels of ethics, guided by our Core values. As a manager of a fleet operating
worldwide, regulatory compliance towards Safety, Environment and Governance has always been a
top priority for us. We are always scrutinized to audit and vet our compliance with the various
regulations/PSC/External authorities from time to time. This cannot be controlled by a few individuals
but needs the “ One Team Campbell “ spirit and forces on ship & shore to come together in line with
the CTOM, to ensure we not just meet but exceed the compliance standards. We are being
benchmarked against our competitors, and good results ensure that our Right ship ratings are high
and our ships are selected as operating partners by top chartering houses & shippers for moving their
various cargoes safely and creating a positive impact for all stakeholders.
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“Safety Our Priority - Excellence Our Commitment”, is the tagline Mantra that we continue to follow
and encourage the results are tracked/ performances are measured closely for a fleet to ensure
timely support/attention is provided. The Pandemic and the Visa/boarding restrictions have certainly
derailed and impacted the shipboard attendance for audits/ Inspections, although, we did manage to
attend to as many as possible basis local regulations and feasibility. The staff needs to carry out more
self-assessments and cross-functional audits before calling ports to ensure defects and issues are
identified internally, taken up with technical and resolved. All defects must be raised in PAL as per ISM
requirements for effective closeout. One must however be cautious and avoid letting the guards down
and allowing Complacency to set into the mind and operational actions that may be detrimental to
their colleagues, Environment and Owners.
From our end, we continue the safety campaigns, fleet shares on various industry-related incidents,
cases and subjects to learn and employ lessons from our fleet as well as the Industry. We continue to
share our fleet alerts for various locations, cargoes, local issues, trending claims and look to manage
and mitigate /reduce risks through Risk assessments, planning checks & rigorous requirements to
ensure the task is safely executed to ensure protection of people, assets, and reputations. Our Core
Values have guided our actions as they embody how we execute/operate our business and interact
with our clients, industry and the environment.
Over the past year and a half, we’ve lived through a pandemic, our lives are filled with so much
uncertainty these days, which can trigger a ton of negative emotions, fear, and anxiety. And even
though we all know how important it is to take care of our mental health, that doesn’t make it easy.
Life’s been hard and it’s taking a toll on our mental health. We have done some campaigns to share
with the fleet and partnered with ISWAN as well and provided for confidential/anonymous assistance
with their experts for the needy. Crew welfare activities have been on focus and closely followed to
ensure the momentum/focus and pulse is maintained onboard especially since shore leaves are
restricted in most ports. We need to continue to focus on internal health and the mind always.
Finally I would like to thank all our seafarers, who continue to perform their roles to the highest
standards with determination and commitment that makes all the difference. We are proud and
inspired by how each of you has risen to this challenge - with flexibility, resilience and courage. Thank
you once again for your continuous support & contribution.
Happy New Year to you and your families, stay healthy and keep safe.
- Capt. Venkat Kesav, AFNI
Fleet HSEQ-Risk Manager/DPA
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“

OPTIMISIM IS THE
MOST IMPORTANT
HUMAN TRAIT
BECAUSE IT
ALLOWS US TO
EVOLVE OUR IDEAS,
TO IMPROVE OUR
SITUATION AND TO
HOPE FOR A BETTER
FUTURE

”

- SETH GODIN

SEA
SEA

COVID 19 IMPACT ON
THE SHIPPING
INDUSTRY AND WAY
FORWARD
SUSHIL KAUSHIK
C/E, CS CELESTE

For the last 2 years, people around the world are facing a life-threatening PANDEMIC called COVID-19,
which has affected all parts of life and almost all the sections of the economy and businesses
worldwide. Not only it has changed how people think and live their lives, but it has also certainly
changed the dynamics of how businesses are done around the world and how
manpower/cargo/resources are moved.
IMO has given “KEY WORKER” status to the seafarers, but had experienced that to get the COVID
vaccination, having “FRONT LINE WORKER” status is much more helpful. So, seafarers should be
identified as “KEY WORKERS” as well as FRONT LINE WORKERS as during this hour of pandemic,
seafarers and shipping companies have delivered the most in transporting the daily needs and other
important items for survival.
IMO and its state authorities should designate seafarers as Key Workers and Front Line Workers and
should be exempted from COVID-19 travel restrictions.
Challenges faced by the Shipping Industry and the repercussion of the same
The shipping industry was one of the very few industries that have worked day-in-day out during this
COVID-19 PANDEMIC for the transportation of cargo from one place to another and from one country
to another and played the most important role in the supply chain.
Shipping companies' shore staff are having hard times having proper travel planning of crew sign
on-sign off due to ever-changing rules/restrictions levied by various countries around the world. Due
to a limited number of flights, the flight tickets fare has increased by quite a handsome percentage.
Thousands of seafarers are stranded at sea because of these travel restrictions.
The onboard crew is also trying very hard to perform their duties due to the physical and mental
pressure of their onboard jobs. They also have the mental pressure of leaving their family alone back
home during such a difficult time. Work-life balance has been hampered maximum due to this
Covid-10 Pandemic.
Earlier going on shore leave for shopping, roaming around was like a big and important stress buster
for seafarers. But nowadays, most shipping companies are encouraging their seafarers not to go on
shore leave. So that, there will not be unnecessary interaction between ship crew and outside people
and thereby minimising the risk of getting infected. To some extent, it is ok, but it is also turning ships
into a ‘floating confinement zone’ where means of distress have been reduced for the seafarers.
Because of the disturbance in the smooth operation of container vessels, the delivery of life-saving
items, medicines have been affected badly.
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How did the vessels, in particular, get affected due to COVID? And what were the steps taken to
minimise the impact?
Vessels have been affected in several ways due to COVID. In the shipping industry, many nationalities
of seafarers are losing their job, not because these seafarers are incompetent but because many
countries have put travel restrictions for such seafarers’ countries (where the covid-19 cases are
towards the higher side).
The covid-19 has affected the supply chain badly. The availability of spares, store items, provision,
bunker oil, lube oil has not been very easy due to various restrictions by almost all the countries.
Because of which, operational costs have increased and there are chances of equipment getting
damaged if the wrong alternative is used.

• Because of the restricted courier service in many parts of the world, chances are that the bunker oil
samples will reach for shore analysis late, and vessels may have to start using bunker oil without
getting its analysis report, and thereby chances are there of machinery getting damaged.

• Fewer inspections by port state control may result in less control over unseaworthy ships and unsafe
practises.

• Because of these travel restrictions, there may be a chance that the service engineer or technician
is not able to come on board to do scheduled servicing of critical equipment which may result in
breakdown and put the onboard crew life in danger.

• Because of the 50% or less staff working practises to have proper social distancing, the time frame
for building ships in shipyards has also increased considerably.

• Shipping companies are trying their best to run the vessels, as smoothly as possible, and they are

trying their best to have a better turnaround of the crew/seafarers as they have to relieve the person
who has completed his contract with whatever nationality they feel is easier to hire and make travel
arrangements. With the ever-changing rules and regulations of various countries, shore staff of
shipping companies have to be on their toes while making travel arrangements and completing
documentation formalities.

• Response Strategy Plan - Change in the Process (both Shore and Off-Shore)
Its high time now, that various flag states, countries supplying seafarers, port state countries, ship
owners, International Maritime Organization and other stakeholders of the shipping industry should
work closely to make crew changes, supply of stores, spare parts, provisions availability easier; so
that shipping industry contributes much more effectively to support world economy to get back on
track. To ease the travel restrictions by various countries to facilitate crew change should be the most
important agenda of the shipping industry.

• Way Forward
Our shipping industry is most important for the international supply chain which will effectively
contribute towards the recovery of the world economy. As UNCTAD Secretary-General Mukhisa Kituyi
said: Shipping Industry must be a key stakeholder helping adapt “just-in-time efficiency'' logistics to
“just-in-case preparedness”.
Shipping management companies, ship owners are trying to control operational costs, and also
reduce unwanted expenses to be able to keep their ships working as per the market conditions and
charterer’s requirements.
Because of the Covid-19 pandemic, the world and our shipping industry have moved towards the
digital platform where most of the documentation has been done. More and more companies and
authorities are accepting digital transactions be it financial or official paperwork.
While working on digital platforms, there are chances of cyber-attacks/threats. So to have a secured
system we need to invest more in our systems to minimise the risk associated.
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COVID-19 CRISIS VS
HUMANITARIAN
CRISIS AT SEA
CAPT. PRABHAT RANJAN
CS CRYSTAL

Is Covid-19 still a crisis? Am I a prisoner?
Variants keep popping up at the interval. What to do?
To what extent can seafarers tolerate the Covid excuse?
We seafarers remained committed to keeping the worldwide supply chain moving amidst the
COVID-19 pandemic, otherwise, global trade could have come to a standstill with far more severe
consequences. However, at the same time, we were left neglected and untouchable with the shore.
In the present scenario, COVID-19 doesn’t affect – Cargo operation, MLC / STCW / IMO and other
statutory regulations, Pre-arrival port formalities by authority, Inspection by an external party, even
deficiency has given by the third party have no consideration of COVID-19 restriction on supply &
logistic.
Only shipping activity affected by COVID-19 is crew change, shore leave, Medical handling ashore.
The high number of crew serving beyond contractual terms. Workplaces become prisons for us.
Few Countries / Governments / Port Authorities are not treating seafarers as humans.

• Dead Body of Master of MV Vantage Wave being carried onboard for the last 6 months (Nov’21)
with no hope for last rituals by family.

• In a few cases, the Covid +ve seaman was not allowed to get medical treatment ashore.
• Jag Anand / Anastasia – China didn’t allow crew change where the crew was overdue by 20 monthly
contracts.

• Marlow Navigation -

US CBA didn’t allow crew change at Houston.
And many more such unfortunate incidents happened and continue to happen due to negligence of
the government / maritime regulating body.
I can say that Covid affected only the sentiments of seafarers and his family whether he is alive or
dead.
Why do only seafarers have to suffer? It’s about 2 years since the outbreak of COVID-19, and the
system should be in place globally to enable smooth crew change, shore leave & medical treatment
ashore.
Shore leave is not permitted to crew in most ports despite the country not being in a lockdown state.
None of the crew members steps out from the ship since joining. Authority trying to keep us isolated
on board to avoid exposure to the infected. But again why do they allow the ship to sail out in
deep-sea after local workers visited the ship? Ships should be quarantined in the same port upon
completion of cargo work, as there is a limited medical facility at sea. Only a 40 Ltr Oxygen bottle on
board is not sufficient for the covid patient.
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Even now, Crew Change is conditional across the globe. Postponement of crew changes in one port
means deferring for over 20 days. Hence crew continue to work with an overdue contract. In some
instances, they stopped working, violence on board and suffering from mental illness. There is a rule
in MLC to prevent crew fatigue but failing in practice.
Message to regulating maritime bodies:
Due to COVID-19, we got the Covid-19 Outbreak Management plan, Various circular letters from IMO,
COVID-19 Guidance from ICS, WHO & other marine industries. Manipulated excuses to backup MLC &
STCW rule only.
Whereas we need Support from IMO, ILO, ICS, Govt and other maritime bodies to deal with the
humanitarian crisis in the present scenario. Some countries have been very supportive and have been
given key worker status to seafarers.
It should have global recognition that we should have access to join for work and return home. Each
government must treat seafarers as key workers and continue to allow crew changes when the
proper health protocol is respected.
Fair treatment is requested to provide a solution to criminalization and protect seafarers’ rights.
Shipping companies are more concerned about the negative consequences of failing inspection than
their obligation to comply with international regulations. Every concern should be solution-oriented
not excuse oriented.
Message to Seafarers:
Dear Seafarers, there is not much in our hands to deal with humanitarian crises across the globe but
our safety and wellness in our hands. Pandemic affected us by way of Practical, Mental and Financial
impact.
Be reminded that COVID 19 is not a drill. Follow Covid protocol and focus on self-hygiene, continue
your activity responsibly.
Eat healthy, sound sleep, Focus on Physical and Mental wellness, do exercise. Identify the source of
stress, live in the present, take initiative and care for others, and be vigilant.
Be positive all-time, Motivate yourself then motivate others and keep the working environment happy
onboard. Talk and discuss. Take a deep breath, Manage your time. Share your problem and get
engaged with others.
Say yourself no to anger or keep a time delay to deal with anger/worry, don't get carried away. Look
for calm and correct advice. Encourage a colleague to keep doing what they enjoy responsibly.
Understand them and accept feelings. Set a limit on the discussion around Covid-19.
The Internet, social media keep us near our family and friends but don’t use all our free time online
which affects rest hours and causes social isolation and distraction from work.
Balance your workload by setting priorities, doing one thing at a time, and taking breaks.
We need to follow the tradition of trade and obligation to keep the supply chain moving.
Our mindset can change the world.
Many thanks to all seafarers and maritime personnel in the back office for carrying out duties despite
the fear and uncertainty created by the Covid-19 pandemic.
Thanks to NUSI, ITF and the International Chamber of Shipping(ICS) working for seafarers rights.
STAY SAFE AND WELL IN CRISIS
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CHALLENGES FACED
BY THE SHIPPING
INDUSTRY AND
REPERCUSSIONS
OF THE SAME
ADITYA SEGAN

T.M.E., M.V. ISABELLA M.

The Covid-19 outbreak and the subsequent lockdown measures implemented by governments
worldwide brought the fast-paced world to a grinding halt. The pandemic and the lockdown affected
all sectors across the globe; trade, involving the movement of goods by land, sea and air and
contributing billions of dollars to the global economy, was among the most affected sectors. The
maritime industry is a prominent part of global trade and suffered a setback. This occurred just after
the world was still reeling from geo-political issues surrounding U.S.-China tensions, U.S. Iran tensions,
Japan-Korea trade dispute and uncertainties around Brexit. The key pillars supporting the maritime
industry, ports, cargo, seafarers, companies, owners and charterers all felt the backlash. Each had to
face the challenge head-on and come up with ways to survive the pandemic.
1. Ports- Port closures due to lockdown to ensure the well-being of the workers led to a stop in cargo
operations causing the vessels to be inevitably delayed. This led to disputes between owners and
charterers due to loss of time and money.
2. Cargo- The shutdown of factories and industries led to a shortage of cargo. In addition, goods
carried by ships are a part of the multi-modal form of transport. Closure of borders across states and
countries stopped the movement of goods on the road which prevented them from reaching ports,
further adding to the shortage of cargo. Perishable cargo in particular was among the most affected
and caused huge losses.
3. Crew- An estimated 300,000 seafarers were stranded at sea for months beyond the end of their
contracts, an unsustainable situation for both the safety and well-being of seafarers and the safe
operation of ships. Seafarers waiting to join their vessels were equally distressed. Only a handful of
countries recognized seafarers as ‘key workers’. It was only a few months later that travel restrictions
for seafarers were gradually relaxed.
4. Disputes in laytime settlement- Overriding of time charter period leads to additional costs that have
to be paid for surpassing the time period. Covid-19 imposed major difficulties on the settlement of
such disputes as the vessels were prohibited from entering ports, forcing them to be territorial waters
for an extended period of time and leading them to be a party to pay additional costs that are under
the light of the dispute.
5. Discussions on clauses- Every owner had to add an infectious disease clause within its directives
and guidelines which caused disputes between owners and charterers. Both parties wanted to add
clauses advantageous to them which led to disagreements.
6. Bankruptcy- Some of the small companies went bankrupt due to less demand and the inability to
handle finances during the period of less demand for cargo.
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7. Dry-dock- All dry-docks, ship repair and maintenance workshops had to prevent and ban entry to
ships except under the quarantine rules for the crew of the ship. A minimum of 14 days’ time period
had to elapse for the crew to have last interacted with any port.
The positive changes brought about by the pandemic included more reliance on digitalization and
eliminating paperwork in the industry, including in ports, reinforcing the need for standards and
interoperability in electronic documentation. Accepting digital copies instead of paper originals,
pre-arrival processing, electronic payments and customs automation all helped speed up international
trade. The pandemic highlighted the benefits of digitalization and called for better investments in
building a robust and dynamic digital network protected by an equally strong cyber security network.
To sum up the entire Covid pandemic, it did cause losses across the world, but it has been the trigger
for ushering in a new era, as people across the globe responded splendidly to survive and then thrive
in face of the pandemic, as generations before us did and generations after us will.
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COVID-19 VS
SEAFARERS
CHALLENGES
RAVI TEJA MARISETTI
J.E.W.K, CS SATIRA

Greetings to all!
Let me introduce myself. I am, Ravi Teja Marisetti, a seafarer working with Campbell Shipping. The life
of a seafarer may not always be as amazing and effortless as it is portrayed to be. In reality, it is about
being prepared to handle all kinds of unexpected and unprecedented situations. Situations which
currently are only enhanced by a global pandemic. Like every other job, a seafarer’s job also involves
hardships and efforts which may not be usually visible, as they are far away from public visibility.
Today, you cannot imagine any part of the society across the globe which has remained unaffected
by the pandemic. But, we as seafarers are one of the most vulnerable ones. So, in this article, through
the challenges faced by my fellow seafarers and me, I would like to express my views on the
challenges faced by seafarers during the global pandemic,
It all started in March last year when I was awaiting to join the vessel but due to the pandemic my
joining was halted and I was not even sure when I would start sailing again. While I waited for few
more months, hoping for things to turnaround but it was not meant to be until Campbell and few other
shipping companies in ‘July, 2020’ pooled their resources to arrange chartered flights for both who
were signing off from duty and to people who were about to join duty. Due to the stricter norms, a
few of my colleagues faced difficulty in obtaining visas which meant they could not either sign off or
sign on easily. In my case also, during my sign off the contract period had to be extended due to
unavailability of crew replacements and transport facilities.
On board the vessel, there was huge tension among crew members as there was the constant fear of
the highly contagious and deadly covid affecting the crew. The fact that we were away from our
families, the worry for their well- being were never ending. And day in and day out, these situations
strained on the mental health of most of the crew members especially those who were working on
board for longer months.
Sacrifices are not new for a seafarer. Even during my earlier days as a seafarer, much before the
pandemic, sacrifices needed to be made when you are most needed at home. But back then, there
was relief in the form of shore leave and sign offs which were granted to attend to emergencies at
home. But this time it was an entirely different and challenging story. The shore leaves and emergency
sign offs were not granted due to the pandemic. Few crew members were not able to be their families
to attend to family emergencies, bereavements due to lack complete halt in airways and other
transport facilities.
There were difficulties in procuring essential commodities and necessities required for safety and
efficient working of crew and vessel due to lockdowns in various countries. There were very limited
medical facilities available onboard and there was the constant fear of lack of required medical
attention if the crew were affected with Covid. Hence, we had to be extremely careful to avoid any
chance of crew getting infected as with very few facilities, it would have been difficult to overcome
this situation in the middle of the ocean, a situation which constantly worried the crew & their families.
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But looking at the brighter side, there were steps taken by Campbell shipping to comfort their
seafarers in those difficult times. Though crew members were separated by distance they stayed
connected by communicating via the internet which was made available to crew members. Strict
protocols were implemented for people who were about to go onboard and sign off from work.
Campbell had also taken the effort to vaccinate as many crew members whenever possible. Work
environment at Campbell during the pandemic was friendly and brought a lot of relief in those bleak
times. Master of our ship, C.S.Calvina, had bought a play station, a gaming platform on board.
Although I was not familiar with it, for my peers, the gaming room helped to fight the exhaustion and
bring an enjoyable atmosphere on board. As mentioned earlier, the effort of Campbell and a few other
shipping agencies who pooled their resources to arrange chartered flights for both who were signing
off from duty and to people who were about to join duty, provided a great comfort to crew and their
families. This initiative also helped to provide essential supplies required for efficient and timely
functioning of the ship.
In my case also everything regarding my work was affected due to Covid, starting with my joining till
my signing off from duty, everything looked hazy. But due to some timely steps taken by Campbell
shipping there was relief to some extent. Much like the wear and tear of machines on board our ship,
working as seafarers can also take a toll on the mental health, and emotional wellbeing of crew.
Though working from different corners of the world, people in the shipping industry have worked
relentlessly with courage and sacrifices during those tough times and ensured timely supplies to cater
to the day to day needs of the people, which would make them frontline workers. If sacrifices and
courage taken by seafarers are recognized and rewarded through a proper channel, it will act as a big
motivation for them to work more efficiently.
Lastly, I would like to thank Campbell Shipping for providing me an opportunity to share my
experience with the hope that this will provide insights on seafarers’ life during the pandemic.
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THE IMPACT OF
COVID-19 ON THE
MARITIME INDUSTRY
KHIN MAUNG TUN

CHIEF ENGINEER, CS CALVINA

The world woke up to a deadly nightmare in early 2020. The source - a very tiny molecule called
corona-virus. The irony is that such a tiny virus managed to shake the entire world turning it
completely upside down. Pretty much all aspects of our life changed drastically.
We witnessed as the world suffered in the hands of pandemic disrupting every aspect of our life be it
economic, social, leisure, education, health & so on. What it did was hamper our routine and made it
uncountable and unpredictable.
The impact of COVID has been witnessed on the Maritime industry as well. The pandemic made the
countries extremely cautious shutting their boundaries to vessels arriving at their ports.
Seafarers had a tough challenge as well, especially if we were aboard a vessel. There were multiple
challenges like, on one hand despite having completed their contract period, the sailors couldn’t
disembark the ship due to the restrictions imposed by countries for a crew change. And on the other
hand, disembarking to the shore while at the port was one of the most preferred forms of relaxation
for crew staff as they got to explore new countries. All of which was lost and they were forced to stay
aboard. It was like the world was in a state of isolation impacting global dependency most needed in
these tough times.
It has been close to two years since the virus has established its presence on our planet. Though the
severity has reduced, the presence of new variations still possesses a threat to the world.
But the world has also found its way around the pandemic by adapting itself and learning to survive
and move on. And hope the seafarers can also find their way to survive and destress in this global
pandemic situation.
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SAILING
THE STORM!

ANNIKSHKEA COLLIE
DECK CADET, CS JENNA

What more can I say about the pandemic that has not been told yet. The Covid 19 has affected each
individual and each industry in different ways. The pandemic has forced us to adapt to this new
normal where safety precedes everything else. And the maritime industry is no exception. I had seen
and read what the pandemic has done to the world and now as a Cadet, I am sharing my experience
onboard my first voyage in times of pandemic.
I had read somewhere that ‘Great crises tend to bring profound social change, for good or bad!’
So true. I have always had this great liking for the maritime world. That is the reason why I choose this
field as a professional career. But classroom learning is one thing and the practical experience is a
completely different aspect.
One of the major challenges that I faced in my maiden voyage is acclimatising to being at sea. For a
person who is not used to the sea, it has been rather difficult for me to overcome the motion sickness.
The constant vessel movement has not been easy for me and one can only imagine the amount of
adjustment a ship's staff - right from a cadet to the captain have to overcome both physically and
mentally. But I understand it will take time and eventually I will get used to the new environment.
Now, I come from the Bahamas. Back home, my wonderful family includes my parents, siblings,
grandparents, nieces and nephews, uncles and aunts. So, for someone who has been in such a familiar
and comfortable environment, it has been a little difficult to be onboard with colleagues who are not
just from different countries but also speak different languages. At home, I used to get my favourite
delicacies and now I am getting used to the different international cuisines.
I will not deny that the last two months have been challenging for me as all of a sudden everything is
different. Made me wonder, did I choose the right profession? It is always easy to give up. But then it
led me to think how is my situation any different from the pandemic world we are living in.
All of us have now gotten used to a new environment where all the smiles have been hidden behind
the masks!! We now live in an environment that has been supported and enabled by technology in a
major way. It has become even more an integral part of everyday living. Like, meeting your loved ones
across boundaries have been limited to virtual communications! Virtual studies and meetings are the
new way of working! I have even read about how drones were used to aid in damage assessment and
inspections and even to provide supplies in severe covid affected areas.
Since the start of the pandemic, all of us have made so many adjustments in our lives. It was never
easy for all of us. But now almost after 2 years, it is slowly becoming the new normal.
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So, when I have been finding it difficult to adjust to this sailing experience, I know with the support of
my family who has encouraged me to never give up and my extended family at Campbell and
onboard, it is about the matter of time that I will adapt to this new normal
I have not given up when things have been difficult for me in this new professional path of my life and
I hope all of us can be strong and united in these difficult times because, in the end, it is all about
sailing the storm and moving with the waves for this too shall pass and we will rise again.
I had read this poem somewhere and would like to quote a few lines from it…
“Aboard the ship of life, we sail,
With Providence as our guiding mate,
And day after day sail on and on,
Hopefully to finally reach the pearly gate!”
Thank you
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“

A SMOOTH
SEA NEVER MADE A
SKILFUL SAILOR
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”

“

UNCERTAINTY
WILL ALWAYS BE
PART OF THE TAKING
CHARGE PROCESS
- HAROLD GENEEN
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SHORE
SHORE

COVID 19
RESPONSE STRATEGY
PLAN-CHANGE IN THE
PROCESS (BOTH SHORE
AND OFFSHORE)
MICHAEL DEAN

Manager IT & Communication.

Since the start of the Covid 19 Pandemic, the global population has made drastic changes in the ways
they live their lives. The Corporate World, Education, and many other industries, including the
Maritime Industry. The Maritime Industry suffered reduced activity for a few months when severe
restrictions were enforced. This restriction would last even longer for on-shore staff as government
covid protocols restriction remain in place in most countries.
When the COVID-19 pandemic emerged, no one really knew how this deadly virus would drastically
influence the lives of millions across the world and lead to a surge in the use of digital technologies.
With the help of the technology, we began participating in virtual meetings, working from home or
remotely became normal; and we became familiar with terms like “Mute Your Mic” on Teams,
“ZoomCall”, and “Skype Meetings”.
Now people can talk, message, and videoconference over the internet because of the advancement
in digital infrastructure systems. Most professions can do just about anything they used to in a regular
office. Whether you are conducting meetings, updating a spreadsheet, designing plans, sharing ideas,
or customer service, most of the tasks can now be accomplished from the safety of your home.
The work from the home model has ensured business continuity for various corporations and
businesses. Internet, data privacy security, meetings, cloud conferencing and storage, have assisted
professionals in adapting to work from the home structure with ease. Work from home has also
ensured that the production is not delayed. Technology has been a blessing in disguise, which also
helped most countries maintain social distancing protocols. This would not have been possible three
to four decades ago since most technologies at that time were expensive, no mobiles, and nothing to
be used at home. If the Covid 19 pandemic had happened 30 years ago, none of these technologies
would have been available. This is, in no way, saying technologies today make everything perfect, but
considering how the environment is today with social distancing and other requirements, life would
have been even more stressful without these platforms, devices, and applications.
Not everybody has been welcoming the rise of new technology in this pandemic. Some believe that
these devices and services are stealing everything from our privacy, human interaction, and jobs. The
technology used during this pandemic has now cemented itself into our lives, and we are now faced
with questions, like whether it is a new normal for most of us.
A great percentage of the global workforce is still working remotely and as the pandemic still looms
and threatens health, we are possibly looking at a prolonged period of working at home/Office as the
pandemic dictates. A hybrid work model will likely be implemented in the workforce that will
complement the efficiency of success from remote working and benefits of social interactions.
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Cargo operations
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to the
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OPERATIONAL RELATED ISSUES
#5 Cargo operations
There may be port/terminal issues as a port/terminal may be closed for operations and subsequently,
delays may occur. This will affect the schedule of operation or the cargo itself (in case of cargo affected
by environmental conditions).

CHALLENGES FACED
BY THE SHIPPING
In many cases also significant delays and/or quarantine has been affected due to the travel history of the
INDUSTRY
DURING
ship over the last 15-30 days due to several high-risk
calls.
#6 Bunkering/de bunkering
THE PANDEMIC
Such operations are to be minimally affected by the ongoing situation, as there is no need to have face to

Additional challenges may occur in case the operation is subject to human presence (stevedores, shore
technicians), which increase the possibility of infection. Measures included in a covid-19 contingency plan
& SOP to be implemented in case of presence of terminal personnel on board.

face conduct at a close distance during operation. Compliance with laid down SOP and use of appropriate
PPE during connecting/disconnecting the hoses and documentation handling between crew and bunker
provider has successfully provided infection-free bunker operations.

CAPT.DIOGO PEREIRA

#7 Stores,
Supplies, Spares
Marine and HSEQ Risk Manager
All supply procedures are focused on the quantity and quality conformance of received items. These items
may be subject to infection and may cause problems to ships. Additional issues may occur if the port
facilities
or beginning
store
refuse
toworld
provide
required
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due
to
local
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restrictions
due
virus
Since the
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could
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Therefore,
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all
This could
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restrictions before engaging in such operations.
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shipping
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transports
90% to
of90%
the goods
worldwide
and plays
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in role
the world’s
The
shipping
transports
of the goods
worldwide
andaplays
a key
in the world’s
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which
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the
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#9 Repairs/Retrofits/Recycling
Ships
already
under
repairs ISSUES
or within shipyards will probably face problems due to work restrictions from
HUMAN
RELATED
ISSUES
HUMAN
RELATED
the shore side. This will lead to delays on scheduled times and future contracts of the ship.
#1 Crew#1sign-on/off
Crew sign-on/off
FINANCIAL RELATED ISSUES
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were under
delays due
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challenges may be faced at any time due to the fast-changing nature of the situation. This is also applicable
to the clauses included in the relevant charter parties. Who will cover such expenses as in most cases when
#2 Shore
leave
Shore leave
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Until now there aren’t any specific answers to such questions and uncertainty remains.
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The actions put in place by any operator, charterer and any other stakeholder can make or break any
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OPERATIONAL
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#5 Cargo
#5 operations
Cargo operations
There may
There
bemay
port/terminal
be port/terminal
issues as
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may bemay
closed
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#9 Repairs/Retrofits/Recycling
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CHALLENGES FACED
BY PURCHASING
DURING PANDEMIC
PREETI MUNDHRA
Manager-Purchasing

The outbreak of the infectious disease named the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) caused by the
newly discovered coronavirus has caused chaos and panic all over the world causing the ceasing of
all normal daily activities like going to work, a walk outside or in some countries even stepping a foot
outside the house. One of the activities that have also been majorly impacted due to the spread of this
disease is the shipping and maritime industry. This epidemic has caused the shipping and maritime
industry to face the worst circumstances as the workforce in these sectors has been shut down for
the safety and prevention of the escalation of COVID-19. This setback has also been caused due to the
standstill of all kinds of cargo via water or air during this quarantine period (period of isolation) as the
transportation of such cargoes in ships or through the air can be possibly carried with it the virus from
one port to another. This widespread pandemic has launched a major brunt for the shipping and
maritime industry not only from the ports of China (where the virus is said to originate) but also the
ports globally. All the trade chains, including the major import and export trade, are in the face of a
downfall. During this adverse time and the urgency of the situation, a ban has also been imposed by
various countries on the entry of containers and vessels that are being operated from other ports,
especially those that are transported from China. Such impeded operations have hampered the
logistics and operations of these industries. During this adverse time, many workers and staff are
being trapped onboard the vessels due to either being in quarantine or for other prescribed safety
issues. The ports are also running at a low capacity, and the storage facilities have been highly
overcrowded. The maritime transport and shipping industry is plastered with major challenges during
these challenging times. Some of these issues faced by the maritime and shipping industry have been
outlined below: Port closures - Ports have been closed due to quarantine periods in effect and in order to ensure the
well-being of workers and various conditions have been imposed, for instance, the ban of marine
vessels into certain countries which has demanded such vessels to be on the water and not have a
destination port to go to. The entry of vessels by certain countries has been restricted or prohibited,
thus, causing chaos amongst the marine transportation facilities globally.
Air and Sea Freight Limitations - With the country on lockdown, the freight industry was the first to
feel the effects of the Pandemic. On typical flights, most passenger planes usually ferry a relatively
small percentage of cargo in their under-carriers. However, with all aircraft grounded and most flights
cancelled, the market has had to deal with supply shortages
Land Transport Takes a Hit- Even as the goods reach the destination country, they aren't going to
magically reappear at the consumer's doorstep. Land transport through truck drivers has also felt the
impact of the Pandemic as truckers are now required to get a permit to operate as an essential
services provider. There has also been an increased demand for local produce such as groceries and
medical supplies that require transport. In a bid to meet the required demand, many logistics
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businesses have ended up overworking the drivers. Moreover, the consumers also face delays due to the
increased state border health checkups. Upon reaching their destinations, the companies that relied on
drivers signing on their goods on delivery can no longer rely on the methods. This is due to the quarantine
and social distancing regulations set by the government to curb the spread of the virus.
Purchasers/Logisticians across the globe have been relentlessly working through the pandemic to keep
the world’s goods moving. The global logistics industry has rapidly evolved and risen with great willingness
in the last few months to overcome the challenges posed by the COVID-19 outbreak.
The changes that have been triggered since the beginning of the pandemic are bound to pave a new way
for the industry. There are plentiful hurdles to overcome, but then there are solutions too and after the
introduction of vaccines things are coming back on track... No more restrictions on any ports for the supply
of stores/spares/provisions. Services can also be carried out by the technicians who are fully vaccinated.
As it is rightly said, prevention is better than cure. It is in our hands to follow the safety measures, and break
the chain of spreading any kind of disease.
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IMPACT OF COVID –
MANAGING DISRUPTION
AND WAY FORWARD
(AN IRONICAL GUIDE FROM THE PAST)

HOMI BHARDA

Chief Culture Officer

There is a popular Buddha story of the 84th problem of life. Once there was a farmer, in desperation
of his never-ending problems, he approached Buddha for a solution. He wanted to get rid of all his
problems. After whinging down a never-ending chain of problems the farmer waited anxiously to
hear Buddha speak…
Disruption is a disturbance that causes an interruption in the regular course of events. It is like the
rock in the middle of the stream that upsets the flow and sometimes changes its course. In the
business domain Disruption’s better cousin called Disruptive Innovation is seen to break the
conventional and introduce new technology for advancement in business and lifestyle. Disruption in
the context of this article is the forced unprecedented change the world has been put through by the
Covid pandemic.
Ironically, there are guides and articles like this one that are written posthumously about the disruption
event or at the earliest while in the phase. There are opportunities created for eminent writers and
speakers on planning for future waves and lessons learnt, incident management, operational
resiliency, monitors and finger on the pulse kind of practises. These are all true lessons learnt and
precautions that come into practice after the Disruption has raised its head or worse, left its footprint
behind. To be ahead of the game creates a constant flow of anxiety and risk alert in the minds of
organisational leaders and equally so for the followers. The altered state of existence,
next-generation waves and the strict dictates of the law create a perfect backdrop for remorse and
despair. Disruption due to Covid has impacted the Marine Crew and industry with a high impact on
the global economy and individual lifestyle. This has even led many to seek job re-definitions and
scepticism about the future of sea life that used to be once upon a time. The only hope that lingers
in every mind is that of returning to the pre-covid normal.
… Buddha, after patiently listening to the farmer’s plight, spoke even patiently in a low tone. “You see,
my friend, everybody has got problems in his life,” “In fact, we all have got 83 problems, each one of
us. And there’s nothing you can do about it. If you work hard on one of them, maybe you can fix it –
but if you fix one, another one will pop up. And if you solve that some other problem will arise. You
can fix some problems which are in your control, but there are problems which are not in your control,
like death, disease, people’s gossip, rain etc. You can’t solve all of your problems”…
Trained seafarers recognise and respond to the crest, troughs, currents and wavelengths to maintain
the endurable balance of the vessel. Disruption has endless possibilities, and no education can
prepare you adequately for anybody’s comfort. What can be comforting in a situation are the sense
of being present and a mindset ready to accept the unprecedented dance of the ocean waves. Such
a dance is better performed by the adaptiveness of the mind in its liquid free-flowing state rather than
in a pre-moulded frozen state.
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… and so Buddha continued… But yes if you can solve your 84th problem then the first 83 will resolve
themselves on their own. 84th is the key. “Please solve my 84th problem then,” the farmer said.
“First, we have to identify your 84th problem. Buddha said.
“What is my 84th problem? The farmer asked eagerly.
Buddha said,’ Your 84th problem is, you don’t want to have any problems.
And that is the root cause of your misery. You don’t want to have these 83 problems in your life, which
is not possible. Problems are always going to be part of our life. You cannot escape from it. If you can
leave that desire of not having 83 problems in your life, then you will have no problem in your life. Just
leave that expectation. And accept life as it comes. That’s the only way!...
Many years back, when I was a visiting faculty at Mumbai’s Somaiya College for MCA (Masters In
Computer Application) program, I was once offered to take the curriculum on SAD (Systems Analysis
and Designing). The abbreviation was the motivation I received from my students. I let it stick on to
my personality for a long while. I knew it was temporary and would change with the next upcoming
program. The essence of the curriculum, though, was to prepare the class for skills in analysing and
designing computer systems to match the needs of the business. Business needs change, business
demands, business grows or falls back, it is subjected to internal and external influences some of
which are in the control of the business while most are not. How do you analyse what you have not
seen, leave alone designing it?
There will always be 83 problems in the way of our smooth sailing. For which variant would you pack
your bag? Every wave has a story, and it deserves attention. Our failure to accept and recognise the
characteristics of the ground we are sailing creates a self-induced limiting belief that we often see as
a challenge and need to conquer or at least fight. Let it be a reminder to ourselves that this belief of
separation of the ground and our journey is the failure of our voyage design and often justified as
“Disruption”.
At the SAD program, if there was any note that I wanted to see registered by my students, it was –
“Design for future implement for now”. To put it into the context of the article, it means to design
space for disruption in your strategy, be it in business or of life, and make it part and parcel of the
requirements.
So as Covid or any future disruption will crest with impeccable timing, look out for the solution of the
84th problem, manage it, and you will manage the other 83.
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BRIEF OUTLOOK
ON A POST-PANDEMIC
ERA
AGATHE RONDEAU
Chartering Manager

For the ones who I haven’t met yet, my name is Agathe Rondeau. I work in the chartering department
at Campbell Bulk and am based in Nassau. I am really glad to have joined the welcoming and
dedicated Campbell team in August 2021. Today, I wanted to share my perspective and expectations
for the freight market in a post-pandemic era.
In Q1 2021, China’s fast recovery from covid-19 led to a strong boost in imports and exports from the
Pacific area. The sudden economic recovery resulted in a global container shortage reflected in the
spiking container shipping rates with rates going above 20’000 USD per container. In addition to the
increase in shipments of finished goods, the world also resumed its stockpiling of raw materials
leading to dry bulk vessels following an equivalent upward pricing trend. Fast forward to Q42021, the
dry bulk freight market remains at healthy 20-30k/day TCE levels.
While the dry bulk shipping industry, across the board, benefits from the current volatility and healthy
freight rates, there are diverging opinions on how much covid lead supply chain disruptions are priced
into the current freight rates. The FFA curve is seeing a sharp inverse for the second half of 2022
based on expected supply chain resolutions. However, is the market overly pessimistic as to its
forward expectations for the dry bulk market? What are the factors influencing current freight prices
and is the freight market truly due for a sharp downward correction once the pandemic comes to an
end?
Although difficult to quantify, it is undeniable that the covid lead container squeeze has trickled down
into the dry bulk market with a particular emphasis on Handysize vessels as they saw an increase in
minor bulk cargo spilling over from container vessels. Some ship owners and operators have even
gone as far as to perform minor modifications on their vessels in an opportunistic attempt to cash in
additional premiums from the container market which has remained strong throughout the year.
Container shipping is not the only market benefitting from supply chain disruptions and inefficiencies
at port directly related to the pandemic. Port congestions and lockdowns in major import/export hubs
are estimated to also have increased each trip’s time and reduced the available dry bulk pool. The
current ship supply is unable to make up for waiting times sometimes exceeding 50-60 days at port
and doubling the initially expected duration of a trip. Whether it would be Delta, Omicron or other
covid variants, all contribute to further exacerbating lockdown and de facto port congestion. Freight
inefficiencies are also further exacerbated as Owners have to divert their ships to be able to perform
crew changes, further increasing trip durations and decreasing available supply. Finally, geared minor
bulk vessels are benefitting from added demand as their size and gears allow them to access other
less congested ports and they provide an alternative solution to alleviate bottlenecks in main hubs.
Covid is at the forefront of supply chain inefficiencies whether due to limited container availability or
port congestion. However, it is difficult to foresee dry bulk freight retracing to 2020 levels as we
would be dismissing other macro and fundamental factors that as well influence supply and demand
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imbalances. On the macro side, geopolitics and infrastructure projects play a significant role in price
volatility. Whether it would be the US infrastructure bill leading to increased mineral imports or
tensions between China and Australia forcing China to import coal further away from the Mainland.
When forecasting prices for smaller dry bulk vessels and due to their ability to carry a wide range of
cargos, it seems that the most valuable trend indicator would come from fleet supply growth.
Shipyards have to deal with a piling backlog of ship orders and as well are flooded with liner vessel
orders. Additionally, IMO2023 is making Owners anxious to order new buildings as there is no clear
consensus on what technologies dry bulk vessels should be fitted with to meet the 2023
requirements. IMO 2023 along with limited shipyard availability translates to a 2.1% expected supply
growth for 2022 against an estimated 2.5% trade growth. Trade growth outweighing forecasted
supply growth provides another reason for positive sentiment amongst the dry bulk market.
Although we might have reached a peak in market levels, there remain strong supply indicators that
should keep new building supply low and prevent rates from falling anywhere near OPEX levels. The
market might experience further downward corrections post-pandemic era as the supply chain
bottleneck eases. However, new building supply, or the lack thereof, provides a positive outlook for
shipping. It is not yet time to jump off the boat but more so to fasten your seatbelts as we are still
due for a rollercoaster ride!

COVID FROM
MANNING
PERSPECTIVE
PRIYANKA RAHATE

Human Capital Marine Operations Executive

When the rest of the world faced lockdowns and travel bans, Indian seafarer kept vessels and ships
running, transporting essential and critical goods and supplies thus keeping global trade alive. Even
though Indian seafarers worried for their own lives as their ships were going to countries severely
affected by COVID-19, their inherent, commitment, professionalism and discipline saw them continue
working on board. These seafarers indirectly helped many lives even though some of them sadly lost
those near and dear to them back home, all while they were at sea.
Seafarer rotation has taken an unexpected and difficult turn because of the coronavirus outbreak,
leading to hundreds & thousands of exhausted workers in the maritime community, who are trapped
on board vessels or at home. As the entire world grapples with the unprecedented COVID-19 crisis
and its broad-reaching impacts, we, crew managers and team are dealing with the challenge of
carrying out crew changes in a timely and efficient manner to ensure the health and safety of
seafarers while supporting business continuity.
What used to be seamless routine work, done by us for our seafarer colleagues has become
extremely complicated and cumbersome almost like mission impossible. When you are contended
with state-imposed lockdowns, flight cancellations, closed consulates, problematic schedules, and
stringent protection requirements, a feeling of ‘mission impossible’ is not far-fetched.
To effect crew changes in today’s reality, we as a crewing department need to take into account
many factors that are sometimes beyond control – including crew nationality, port rotation,
immigration / visa requirements, and health protocols – and these factors vary per country and even
per port, wherein some have more restrictions and others more unpredictability.
Uncertainties in crewing abound and will continue for the foreseeable future, even as ship managers
are able to carry out effective but limited crew changes under special circumstances. Therefore, our
primary focus was to boost seafarer’s morale and take care of their overall wellbeing during these
difficult times. Since the COVID-19 outbreak, the Crewing Department had been working closely with
all seafarers presently deployed through vivid, transparent, and effective communication – key to
managing the situation.
THE CHALLENGES OF CREW TRAVEL
Planning Crew Changes
During COVID-19, this prediction is not as easy as before. There were too many obstacles, previously
we could make the whole crew management plan in advance and nowadays it is much harder. We
can only plan for the few upcoming months and even then there are unpredictable situations that
comes up that leads to the delay in the process.
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As we all have started seeing the second wave of COVID-19 happening, there is a continues changes
in flights and cancellations. Its already a cumbersome task to bring the crew from their home towns
to their vessels and with the continued restrictions the options available are very limited.
With all the changes and cancellations happening, crew managers have to reschedule and re plan in
order to provide best alternative options.
Crew Travel Costs
With the whole world facing the economic crises, there are financial constraints in every industry and
it is no different for the maritime industry.
Flights are becoming more expensive because of the increase in demand for specific routes and the
less availability of options. With borders being closed, sometimes we are forced to choose options
where the crew changes are performed in the locations which are less cost-efficient locations. For
example, you are changing your crew in Amsterdam/ Turkey ports for many years since its the most
cost-efficient port, but now we have to change it in US OR European ports because of external
obstacles. This in turn leads to expensive flights options. In addition to this there are also costs
incurred for visa arrangements and modes of commuting, etc.
Seafarers’ Struggles
The whole current situation is even tougher for our seafarer; it’s not easy for them and their families
as well. Due to the pandemic situations the seafarers at times are required to stay longer in the
vessels than their regular duration. Communication with the crew is extremely critical during these
times making them understand about the challenges and the reasons for the changes in the schedule.
Managing Crew Travel in a Crisis
As crew managers we always and effective try our best to do things in the most efficient way but with
the current situation, there’s no magic formula. We all are putting our heart and soul to get as creative
as possible and provide the best services to our sea farers. There have been days when we have to
stretch our work beyond our office timings in order to ensure successful completion of crew change,
from making them travel from their hometown to the vessel, completion of timely covid tests, meeting
other mandatory requirements to ensuring that the seafarers reach their home safely after the sign
off.
The journey is not yet over for crew managers and seafarers; this uncertainty will continue for a while
with the current situation prevailing. It is essential now more than ever to adapt quickly to this new
normal and look for more alternative solutions to address the ongoing challenges.
The way things have always been done might not work anymore. But we as a Manning Team will put
our best efforts possible to ensure the smooth journey for our seafarers. We are committed to it!
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“

RECOGNITION IS
GREATEST
MOTIVATOR

”

- GERARD C EAKEDALE
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REWARDS
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REWARDS
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REWARDS AND RECOGNITION
@ CAMPBELL
One of the important elements of our People Vision of providing our employees and crew with an
extraordinary experience is that of attracting, motivating and retaining the best and the brightest
talent in Campbell!!
We at Campbell recognise that employees not only want good pay and benefits, they also want to be
valued and appreciated for their work, treated fairly, do work that is important, have advancement
opportunities and opportunities to be involved in the growth of the organisation. We launched
Campbell’s GEMS our Employee Rewards and Recognition program in July 2021 which celebrates the
achievements of our employees and motivates them to go further, promotes great work in the
organisation and ensures that they are happy and satisfied in their role. This program plays an
important role in attracting and retaining talent, creating a high-performance culture and high morale
at the workplace.
The following are the award categories. Gems include individual and Team awards. It includes Spot
Awards, Quarterly Awards and Annual Awards.

A. SEA & SHORE AWARDS
a. Spot Recognition- “PAT ON THE BACK”
b. Long Service Awards
B. QUARTERLY AWARDS - SEA
a. Seafarer of the Quarter
C. ANNUAL AWARDS – SEA
a. Seafarer of the Year
b. Best Performing Vessel of the Year
c. Rising Star of the Year – Top 4
d. Michelin Star of the Year
D. ANNUAL AWARDS – SHORE
a. Exceptional Leadership Award
b. Emerging Leaders Award
c. Campbell Shining Team of the Year
E. LONG SERVICE AWARDS – SEA AND SHORE
F. GEM OF THE YEAR AWARD – SEA/SHORE
We have an RnR committee consisting of HSEQ, Technical, Finance and Purchase Team and Captain and
Chief Engineer from the sea onboard and on leave. The committee includes members from both SEA and
SHORE to honour interests from both groups.
We have announced our First quarterly awards.
Proudly presenting you the Pat on the back and Quarterly awards for the below seafarers.
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SHARING A FEW WORDS
SHARED BY OUR AWARDEES:
Pat on the Back - Capt. Adnan Qazi
“This has been a very good initiative of appreciating
people for their efforts put in their role and for the
company. This award is the result of the collaborative
efforts of all the employees both onshore and on sea
esp the Technical Team and VTM, my vessel colleagues
for me to achieve 10 PAT on the back badges. Thank
you so much for this initiative and making it happen”.

Pat on the Back - Chief Engineer - Santosh Shasidharan
“Sincerely thank everyone in Campbell all departments
for this invaluable appreciation. It really means and
counts a lot when you are appreciated by your employer”.

Pat on the Back - Capt. Aditya Bajpai
“Pat on the back is a wonderful initiative by the
company appreciating the employee. This award is a
joint effort of all the Team members. I would like to
thank Campbell, the senior management team and
everyone in Campbell who has always supported me to
do my best in my role and for the company.

Pat on the Back - 2nd Engineer - Madhura Pratap
My Deepest Thanks to Campbell Team,
For noticing, Your appreciation means a lot and I feel
very glad and motivated for 'PAT ON THE BACK '. I shall
continue to keep up the good work and live up to your
expectations in future as well.

Pat on the Back - Chief Engineer - Rawlins Pereira
Receiving this award is absolutely amazing. Firstly I
would like to thank the management of Campbell Shipping for recognising my work and bestowing me such an
honour. Thank you to all my team members for their
incredible support. This award motivates me to keep
giving my best effort. Last but not the least, receiving
this honour wouldn’t have been possible without my
family’s moral support, they truly inspire me.
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Seafarer of the Quarter - Bosun - Ketankumar Tandel
Thank you for recognizing my hard work.
I would like to thank Masters and Chief officers for their
valuable support and guidance and recognize me for
such a great award. This is truly inspirational for me.
Thank you so much again. I appreciate your recognition.
I wasn't able to do it alone though. My team offered me
a lot of support and deserve to be recognized as well.

REWARDS
AND
RECOGNITION
Seafarer of the Quarter - Fitter - Pappu Chitti Babu

Greeting to all, Myself ‘Pappu Chitti Babu”, recently
received "QUARTER OF THE SEAFARER AWARD". I am
very delighted to receive this award. I have been working
with Campbell shipping since ‘2016’. Initially, I had a
difficult time adjusting to the shipping field environment,
but thanks to my crewmates and work culture at
Campbell, which made it possible for me to achieve this
feat. With my work being noticed it will add motivation to
me to work with even more dedication and grit, So
happy to be treated equally with the officers in
appreciating the work, I would like to work with Campbell
shipping in more years to come as it has been supporting
and motivating me ever since my early days of work.
Lastly, I wholeheartedly thank my fellow crew, Campbell
shipping, for helping me to achieve this award. Thanks!
"ONE TEAM CAMPBELL"
Seafarer of the Quarter - 3rd Engineer - Lin Phyoe Aung

“Thank you very much for selecting me to receive the
Campbell Gems, Winner of Seafarer of the Quarter
award. This is clearly one of the most significant events
of my professional career. I will keep my enthusiasm up
in my future work with Campbell shipping as well, and I
will try to the best of my ability for our company.”

Seafarer of the Quarter - 4th Engineer - Amit Kumar Sharma

With a heart full of gratitude, I extend my sincere thanks
to the Campbell family and my seniors on board the
vessel for nominating me for the award.
Achieving this milestone has instilled more confidence in
me and my abilities and has increased my drive to further
improve my capabilities.
All work on-board a ship is a teamwork, achieving this
was also a team effort and I would like to take this
opportunity to extend my sincere thanks to my onboard
colleagues for extending their whole-hearted support
and co-operation to me.
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HOMI BHARDA

SHORE-BASED AWARD FOR OUR CCO

Winning the MissionToSeafarers Shore Based Award for 2021 was yet another feather in the cap for
the firm. The award was in recognition of the firm’s effort led by CCO Homi Bharda towards the
Mental Well Being of seafarers, especially during the unprecedented crises of 2020.
The nomination was submitted by Capt. Rajesh Dhadwal. On 8th December 2021 MissionToSeafarers hosted a virtual event where six categories of awards were declared. This is an annual event
held in Singapore.
The following is the citation for Homi’s award. The nominee has brought in a fundamental shift to the
approach of developing seafarers welfare. The key is to create an “environment of well being” for the
seafarers at sea rather than focusing on individual issues and solving situations tactically. “The environment we create is the one that creates us” - This is the grass-root philosophy that our Chief Culture
Officer (CCO) professes and has developed several initiatives to motivate and build an environment of
well-being at the sea. He believes that creating a “Home away from Home” is what is needed to
secure the seafarers emotionally. The CCO has designed and developed a soft skill program for seafarers. Through this program, the seafarers get to learn a lot about their emotional being and get a
new perspective of life and ways to deal with emotions. The program is not about listing well-being
dos and don'ts. It is designed to connect the participants with practical situations and to deal with
them effectively. The program has several modules which are customised to the needs of the crew at
sea. Topics are designed for officers and ratings. There is a special focus on understanding the human
mental model which lays the foundation of many topics related to emotions, communication, trust,
teamwork and eventually higher performance. I believe that as more and more seafarers get exposure to this program we will have an environmental shift and surely build a home away from home for
the seafarers. I truly believe in this approach and fully support it.
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There have been many instances where the CCO has used his professional skills and reached out to
the seafarers and offered consolation, guidance with tools and techniques for stress management
and distress. Around last year due to the pandemic situation, the stranded seafarers needed high
emotional support. Our CCO was unable to sail for the same reasons and so he designed a course for
mental relaxation and stress management. He delivered this course to almost the entire fleet. The
course made a greater impact for seafarers to learn about how mental conditions can cause physical
illness through mind-body connections. Further, how low emotions and poor motivation become the
cause of complacency and cause disasters at sea. This helped seafarers move from denial of seeking
mental help and recognising blocks to seeking help for a healthier life at sea. Techniques of relaxation,
the firm's motto of STOPP Take 5 and deepening the divine connection were some topics included in
the course. Through this unprecedented experience, the CCO also got to learn deeper states of the
seafarers and that led to the building up of an entire program on emotional well being and personality
development. With travel partially freeing up now the CCO delivers these sessions in person as he
sails on vessels. No part of the training is digitised as we believe in a personal touch to the seafarers
and this is what is yielding greater response and results. Being a certified life coach from International
Coaching Federation (ICF) the CCO has also offered his life coaching expertise to the crew. Through
this, other avenue seafarers take advantage of one on one interventions that help them clear up their
mental and emotional hurdles and blocks. The CCO has also taken the lead in institutionalising a mentoring program for the fleet. Herein, the seafarers get a chance to choose their mentors who are
senior masters and learn from their experiences. Mentors also get an opportunity to express their
experience and build a healthier new generation.
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DIWALI CELEBRATIONS AT CAMPBELL

Capt. Venkat Kesav , Lynn Dsilva, Saurabh Pokharna
(Lynn Dsilva as the winner for Best performer
in the Talent Show)

Saurabh Pokharna, Sandra Sequeira, Capt. Venkat Kesav
(Sandra Sequeira as the winner for the
Best Dressed Female category)

Stephen Fernandes, Rupesh Gaikar, Akshay Nimbalkar, Vivek Bawkar, Capt. Diogo Pereira, Rajesh Bhadoria,
Dinesh Jethanandani, Prakash Chaudhary, Capt. Venkat Kesav, Satish Kumar, Byomakesh Rath, Sanjay Gole,
Siddhesh Samant, Saurabh Pokharna, Priyanka Rahate, Priti Bhimra,Priyanka Kudva, Lynn Dsilva, Swati Shingote,
Dipti Rane, Deepali Shah, Sandra Sequeira, Preeti Mundhra, Vibhavari Bali, Pradeep Yadav, Deepesh Naik,
Subhash Mohite, Jiffy Antony, Shikha Kotian,Sayali Jathan

Satish Kumar, Saurabh Pokharna and Capt Venkat Kesav
(Satish Kumar as the winner for Best Dressed
Male category)

Saurabh Pokharna, capt Venkat Kesav, Preethi Mundhra,
Jiffy Antony, Deepali Shah, Sayali Jathan,
Sandra Sequeira, Akshay Nimbalkar and Milind Padyar
(Best Team Award for the Tower Building activity)

CAMPBELL
MUMBAI TEAM OUTING

CHRISTMAS

CELEBRATIONS ONBOARD

Sea | CS Calla

ROASTED HONEY
BBQ CHICKEN
INGREDIENTS:
Ingredients: Chicken leg or breast , honey, BBQ sauce, salt & pepper
black, kikoman soya sauce, garlic powder, chilli powder, butter and
chopped garlics.
DIRECTIONS TO MAKE:

Chef Saw O Mu Way

Directions to make: Marinate chicken with salt, pepper black, chilli powder, garlic powder and
kikoman soya sauce in bowl for one or two hour. Then roast in microwave oven with 150’C for 30
minutes. For sauce: Make pan heat and add butter & chopped garlics. Add honey and BBQ sauce
when garlics become brown and wait for about two minutes. Then add chicken juice from oven tray
and continue heating for 5 minutes by slow heat.
Sea | Caprice

PALAK
KOFTA CURRY
INGREDIENTS FOR (SPINACH PAKODA) :
Spinach, Cumin seeds, Chilli Powder, Turmeric Powder, Green Chilli,
Besan, Oil to Fry Pakoda
INGREDIENTS FOR CURRY :
Ginger, Garlic, Bay Leaf, Cloves, Onion, Tomato, Chestnuts, Cumin
Powder, Coriander Powder, Chilli Powder, Garam Masala ( Coriander
Leaves, Cooking Cream for Garnish )

Chef Soumen Mondal

Preparation :
First, chop onion and tomato. Take a Kadhai, add chopped onion and
tomato. Add chestnuts and boil for 30 -40 Mins. When finished let it cool and after some time grind all
along with ginger and garlic.
Preparation for Pakoda :
Wash the Spinach. Slice cut it into a bowl. Add 1 spoon of cumin seeds, chilli powder, turmeric powder,
chopped green chilli, and besan. Mix well till you are comfortable binding the ingredients into Pakoda,
and then add salt as per the taste. Keep it for 5 minutes.
Take a Kadhai, put oil in it when oil becomes hot, put the spinach pakoda into it and fry until it turns to
golden colour.
Preparation for Curry :
Take Kadhai, put 1 spoon of oil, add bay leaf and cloves when it becomes hot, add ginger and garlic
paste. Add cumin powder, coriander powder, chilli powder, garam masala, and mix well on the slow
flame as it gets cooked. Add tomato chestnut paste, add salt as per taste.
After some time, add pakoda to it & garnish the Palak Kofta curry with finely chopped coriander leaves.
Palak Kofta is Ready to Taste
CAMPBELL | THE GANGWAY

“

A PROMOTION IS A SIGN
OF THE 3 CRITICAL S’s

SINCERITY
SACRIFICE
SUCCESS!
Well Done

CAMPBELL | THE GANGWAY

”

PROMOTIONS
JUNE 2021-DECEMBER 2021

NAME OF THE
SEAFARER

EARLIER
POSITION

NEW
POSITION

MONTH & YEAR
OF PROMOTION

INDUKURI, HEMANTH PHANI KUMAR

CHIEF OFFICER

MASTER

OCT, 2021

PATEL, DANISH MOHAMMAD

DECK CADET

4TH OFFICER

OCT, 2021

RAJAK, ASHISH JITLAL

ABLE BODIED SEAMAN

4TH OFFICER

JULY, 2021

DIAS, ENDRICO

4TH ENGINEER

3RD ENGINEER

JUNE, 2021

VELINGKAR, MAHESH RAMA

4TH ENGINEER

3RD ENGINEER

NOV, 2021

SANDS, HUGH ROSHAWN

JUNIOR MARINE ENGINEER

JUNIOR ENGINEER W.K.

MAY, 2021

PATIL, CHETAN KIRAN

TRAINEE MARINE ENGINEER

JUNIOR ENGINEER W.K.

NOV, 2021

MARISETTI, RAVI TEJA

TRAINEE MARINE ENGINEER

JUNIOR ENGINEER W.K.

AUG, 2021

UPRETI, PRIYANSHU

TRAINEE MARINE ENGINEER

JUNIOR ENGINEER W.K.

JUNE, 2021

PRAJAPATI, VIRENDRA PARAS

TRAINEE MARINE ENGINEER

JUNIOR ENGINEER W.K.

DEC, 2021

TANDEL, VIGNESHKUMAR KANTILAL

ABLE BODIED SEAMAN

BOSUN

OCT, 2021

KAMALIYA, VIJAYKUMAR SHAMJIBHAI

ABLE BODIED SEAMAN

BOSUN

OCT, 2021

BONIFACE BERIS, HERMAS

ABLE BODIED SEAMAN

BOSUN

NOV, 2021

KOTIAN, SHASHANK

ABLE BODIED SEAMAN

BOSUN

DEC, 2021

NAIK, DATTARAJ ANIL

ORDINARY SEAMAN

ABLE BODIED SEAMAN

OCT, 2021

TANDEL, DIVYESHKUMAR SUMANTRAI

ORDINARY SEAMAN

ABLE BODIED SEAMAN

OCT, 2021

MISHRA, AKASH SAMARJIT

ORDINARY SEAMAN

HEIN KO KO OO

ORDINARY SEAMAN

ABLE BODIED SEAMAN

NOV, 2021

TANDEL, NIRMALKUMAR RAMESHBHAI

WIPER

OILER

JULY, 2021

LUIS, ESMAEAL

WIPER

OILER

JULY, 2021

AUNG KAUNG MYAT

WIPER

OILER

OCT, 2021

KUMARAN THUDIYAN, SREEJITH

WIPER

OILER

JULY, 2021

MONDAL, SOUMEN

STEWARD

CHIEF COOK

OCT, 2021

MONDAL, PARAMESWAR

STEWARD

CHIEF COOK

JUNE, 2021

ABLE BODIED SEAMAN

JULY, 2021

DECEMBER 2020 TO MAY 2021

NEW JOINERS

SEAFARERS

NEW JOINEE-JUNE 2021-DEC 2021

JAYASUNDARA MUDIYAN SELAGE,
METHSIRI JANAKA BANDARA

MASTER

04-Nov-2021

CS CANDY

AMANULLA, MD YUSUF

MASTER

14-Oct-2021

CS JOLA

TAMAYO, WILLIAM BATAAN

MASTER

26-Jul-2021

CS CANDY

AUNG KYAW MIN

MASTER

16-Jun-2021

CS CELESTE

DEDHIA, DEEPESH VASANT

CHIEF OFFICER

25-Aug-2021

CS JEDAN

HAQUE, MD MAHFUJ UL

CHIEF OFFICER

24-Aug-2021

CS CAPRICE

CABANERO, HARMY VALERO

CHIEF OFFICER

26-Jul-2021

CS CANDY

KYAW KHAING WIN

CHIEF OFFICER

24-Jul-2021

CS SONOMA

JADHAV, AJAY JAGANNATH

CHIEF OFFICER

09-Jul-2021

ELLIE M

KAI ZAR HEIN

CHIEF OFFICER

05-Jul-2021

CS JENNA

SAW GAW KHO

CHIEF OFFICER

17-Jun-2021

CS JOLA

AUNG ZIN MOE

CHIEF OFFICER

10-Jun-2021

CS CAPRICE

PERUMAL, ESWARAN

CHIEF ENGINEER

07-Nov-2021

TELERI M

CHOWDHURY, MD. ABDUR RAHIM

CHIEF ENGINEER

04-Nov-2021

CS CANDY

KYAW NYUNT

CHIEF ENGINEER

09-Oct-2021

CS SARAFINA

AUNG WIN NAING

CHIEF ENGINEER

22-Aug-2021

CS CALLA

SILVA, ANDREWS BUOT

CHIEF ENGINEER

26-Jul-2021

CS CANDY

DELWAR, MOHAMMAD ERSHAD

CHIEF ENGINEER

24-Jul-2021

CS SONOMA

ZAYAR NYEIN

CHIEF ENGINEER

05-Jul-2021

CS JENNA

KHIN MAUNG TUN

CHIEF ENGINEER

19-Jun-2021

CS CALVINA

NAY MIN OO

CHIEF ENGINEER

17-Jun-2021

CS JOLA

SHEIKH, MD SAJAL

2ND ENGINEER

04-Nov-2021

CS CANDY

SAHA, DEBASHISH

2ND ENGINEER

24-Oct-2021

Isabella M

MOE THURA MIN NAING

2ND ENGINEER

14-Aug-2021

CS CRYSTAL

LUMBACA, ARNEL CANAMA

2ND ENGINEER

26-Jul-2021

CS CANDY

ZAW LIN AUNG

2ND ENGINEER

17-Jun-2021

CS JOLA

WIN HTUT

3RD ENGINEER

14-Dec-2021

CS CELESTE

ZAW MIN NYUNT

3RD ENGINEER

01-Sep-2021

CS JOLA

RAJ FERNANDO, MAJOY FERNANDO

3RD ENGINEER

05-Jul-2021

Isabella M

NYI NYI MIN

4TH ENGINEER

28-Nov-2021

CS CALVINA

KAPOOR, RANJEET

4TH ENGINEER

28-Oct-2021

CS CANDY

ZAW MYO HTET

4TH ENGINEER

22-Jul-2021

CS SONOMA

YE HTET PAING

4TH ENGINEER

17-Jun-2021

CS JOLA

THAW ZIN WIN

4TH ENGINEER

03-Jun-2021

CS CALVINA

WIN MU

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING OFFICER

02-Sep-2021

CS SONOMA

RITA PAU HAU MUNG

TRAINEE ELECTRICAL OFFICER

19-Aug-2021

CS CALLA

COLLIE, ANNISHKEA ANIKEA

DECK CADET

09-Nov-2021

CS JENNA

TANDEL, VISHALKUMAR MANOJBHAI

DECK CADET

03-Jul-2021

Isabella M

SAWANT, AKHILESH ULHAS

JUNIOR MARINE ENGINEER

21-Aug-2021

CS CANDY

MARIAPPAN, BALAVIGNESH

JUNIOR ENGINEER W.K.

08-Nov-2021

TELERI M

MYO ZIN THANT KO

JUNIOR ENGINEER W.K.

01-Sep-2021

CS JOLA

CHANDRAN, MIDHUN

JUNIOR ENGINEER W.K.

12-Aug-2021

CS SARAFINA

SIT NAING LIN

2ND OFFICER

01-Sep-2021

CS JOLA

KYAW MIN TUN

2ND OFFICER

19-Aug-2021

CS CALLA

VADHEL, PARESH SHYAMJI

2ND OFFICER

12-Aug-2021

CS SARAFINA

HLAING PHYO AUNG

2ND OFFICER

14-Jun-2021

CS CELESTE

JOHN PETER, SILUVAI TAR BRITTO

BOSUN

26-Nov-2021

TELERI M

AROUMOUGAM, ANANDAVELOU

BOSUN

08-Nov-2021

TELERI M

SAN AUNG

BOSUN

09-Oct-2021

CS SARAFINA

MAÑIBO, RICO VELASCO

BOSUN

19-Jul-2021

CS CANDY

AUNG KHAING OO

BOSUN

17-Jun-2021

CS JOLA

SINGH, VARINDER

ABLE BODIED SEAMAN

17-Nov-2021

CS SATIRA

SHUKLA, PRADUMAN KUMAR

ABLE BODIED SEAMAN

17-Nov-2021

CS SATIRA

TANDEL, PRATIKKUMAR JAYANTIBHAI

ABLE BODIED SEAMAN

09-Nov-2021

CS JENNA

SINGH, CHAMKAUR

ABLE BODIED SEAMAN

23-Sep-2021

CS CELESTE

WIN KO KO MYINT

ABLE BODIED SEAMAN

01-Sep-2021

CS JOLA

SINGH, GURPREET

ABLE BODIED SEAMAN

12-Aug-2021

CS SARAFINA

AUNG THU OO

ABLE BODIED SEAMAN

11-Aug-2021

CS CRYSTAL

ESGUERRA, RAYMOND UBALDO

ABLE BODIED SEAMAN

19-Jul-2021

CS CANDY

FULLON, APRIL JOHN EMOLAGA

ABLE BODIED SEAMAN

19-Jul-2021

CS CANDY

MOLDES, CHARLIE OMAR GUIZA

ABLE BODIED SEAMAN

19-Jul-2021

CS CANDY

MAZUMDER, TANOY

ABLE BODIED SEAMAN

03-Jul-2021

Isabella M

SINGH, DHARMENDRA

ABLE BODIED SEAMAN

20-Jun-2021

CS CALVINA

SHAMS TABREZ

ABLE BODIED SEAMAN

20-Jun-2021

ELLIE M

TANDEL, DINESHKUMAR LALLUBHAI

ABLE BODIED SEAMAN

20-Jun-2021

ELLIE M

AUNG MYO SWE

ABLE BODIED SEAMAN

17-Jun-2021

CS CALVINA

SHETTI, PRATIK ASHOK

ORDINARY SEAMAN

08-Nov-2021

TELERI M

CHEEKATI, LAKSHMANA RAO

ORDINARY SEAMAN

30-Sep-2021

CS SATIRA

UDAYAN, VASU

FITTER

08-Dec-2021

CS CANDY

BIND, SAHADUR

FITTER

16-Aug-2021

CS SATIRA

MYO NYUNT

FITTER

17-Jun-2021

CS JOLA

PRAKASH, PREM

OILER

26-Nov-2021

TELERI M

ROY, SUBROTO

OILER

17-Nov-2021

CS SATIRA

SALES, ORLANDO EDRALIN

OILER

19-Jul-2021

CS CANDY

PHYOE PYAE SONE

OILER

14-Jun-2021

CS CELESTE

ZAW THU

CHIEF COOK

18-Oct-2021

CS SARAFINA

SEAFARERS
MOHAMMED, ASIRUDDIN

CHIEF COOK

30-Sep-2021

CS SATIRA

SAW O MU WAY

CHIEF COOK

19-Aug-2021

CS CALLA

SI THU THWAY

CHIEF COOK

17-Jun-2021

CS JOLA

RAIS, MOHAMMAD AHMAD

STEWARD

23-Oct-2021

CS CAPRICE

TANDEL, HARSHADKUMAR MANUBHAI STEWARD

22-Oct-2021

CS CALVINA

CHAUHAN, RANJEET KUMAR

STEWARD

08-Oct-2021

CS CALLA

SEHAJPAL SINGH

TRAINEE SEAMAN

08-Dec-2021

CS CANDY

SEAL, PIJUSH

TRAINEE SEAMAN

08-Dec-2021

CS CANDY

BUDAGATLA, UMAPRAKASH

TRAINEE SEAMAN

08-Dec-2021

CS CANDY

MISHRA, RAVIKANT ANIL KUMAR

TRAINEE SEAMAN

26-Nov-2021

TELERI M

MARTIN, ALWIN

TRAINEE SEAMAN

08-Oct-2021

CS CALLA

AUNG MYAT MOE

TRAINEE SEAMAN

01-Sep-2021

CS JOLA

AUNG CHAN MIN

TRAINEE SEAMAN

03-Jun-2021

CS CALVINA

CHANDRA SEKHAR, RAJESH KUMAR

TRAINEE STEWARD

08-Nov-2021

TELERI M

THAN HTUN AUNG

3RD OFFICER

28-Nov-2021

CS CALVINA

ZAIDI, NAQEEB HAIDER

3RD OFFICER

11-Nov-2021

TELERI M

KUMAR, CHANDAN

3RD OFFICER

24-Oct-2021

CS CAPRICE

DESHPANDE, SHANTANU ANIL

3RD OFFICER

06-Aug-2021

CS SONOMA

NAN WIN MAUNG

3RD OFFICER

05-Jul-2021

CS JENNA

SEGAN, ADITYA

TRAINEE MARINE ENGINEER

03-Jul-2021

Isabella M

AUNG MOE THAN

ASST. FITTER

01-Sep-2021

CS JOLA

DESWAL, ANKIT

4TH OFFICER

18-Dec-2021

TELERI M

OFFICE

DECEMBER 2020 TO MAY 2021

NEW JOINERS

NEW JOINEE-JUNE 2021-DEC 2021

NEW JOINEE-JUNE 2021-DEC 2021

Name

Designation

Joining Date

Office

DINESH JETHANANDANI

Assistant Manager - Accounts
Reconciliation

1-Jun-21

Mumbai

BYOMAKESH RATH

Senior Voyage Accountant

14-Jun-21

Mumbai

DEEPESH NAIK

Human Capital Marine – Documentation 24-Jun-21
Executive

Mumbai

SHIKHA KOTIAN

Human Capital – Executive

12-Jul-21

Mumbai

VIVEK BAWKAR

Human Capital Head - Marine Planning
& Recruitment

27-Jul-21

Mumbai

SANJAY SHUKLA

Consultant – Vessel Technical Manager

23-Aug-21

Mumbai

PRITI BHIMRA

Technical Assistant

1-Sep-21

Mumbai

JIFFY ANTONY

Human Capital - Manager

17-Sep-21

Mumbai

SIDDHESH SAMANT

Human Capital - Marine Planning &
Recruitment Executive

27-Sep-21

Mumbai

RAJESH BHADORIA

Marine-HSEQ-Superintendent

4-Oct-21

Mumbai

SAYALI JATHAN

Accountant

20-Oct-21

Mumbai

DIPTI RANA

Accountant

1-Nov-21

Mumbai

PRADEEP YADAV

Consultant-HC-Marine Planning &
Recruitment

1-Nov-21

Mumbai

NANCY ANTONISAMY

Technical Assistant

11-Nov-21

Mumbai

PRAMOD DHANAWADE

Assistant Manager-IT

23-Nov-21

Mumbai

SHARIK DALVI

IT Executive

29-Nov-21

Mumbai

YOGESH SHINDE

Purchase Executive

1-Dec-21

Mumbai

SILVENUS BANDYA

Purchase Executive

15-Dec-21

Mumbai

SHRIKANT DESHMUKH

Consultant – Vessel Technical Manager

26-Nov-21

Mumbai

AGATHE RONDEAU

Chartering Manager

16-Aug-21

Nassau

THE MUMBAI OFFICE

THE NASSAU OFFICE

THE SINGAPORE OFFICE

THE MYANMAR OFFICE

Campbell Shipping Pvt. Ltd.
601/6th Floor, 444
The Corporate Lounge,
Linking Road, Khar West ,
Mumbai - 400052
Contact: +91.22.61456789
E-mail: mumbai@campbellshipping.com

Campbell Bulk Pte. Ltd.
Level 17, Frasers Tower,
182 Cecil Street,
Singapore 069547
Office: +65.6956 9008
E-Mail: chartering@campbellbulk.com

Campbell Maritime Centre,
1st Floor, West Bay Street,
P.O. Box N-7003,
Nassau, New Providence,
The Bahamas
Contact: +1.(242).397.1795
E-mail: nassau@campbellshipping.com

Campbell Shipping Myanmar Ltd.
16, Mya Khwar Nyo 2 Street,
Yuzana Housing,
7 West Ward, Thaketa Township,
Yangon, Myanmar 11231
Office: +959 5159 366

